the new world order according to goth!
…the recent illustrated essay vis a vis Dali "revisited"!

The geopolitical child and the new human

By
Salvador Dali; it's his no doubt the best sociopolitical comment underlying the ongoing financial
woes on the Financial Markets worldwide, as well as on the transference/rebirth of WesternCiv
according to Goth in the far western hemisphere of the Americas, i.e. via the Anglo-Saxon test
tube: "It's a bloody mess", the prolific Spaniard commented about the lack of intellectual life in
New York, back in 1943, despite the American-British high-tech prowess and acquired Caucasian
cosmetics?! He had escaped the wrath of the 1940 Nazi invasion of France, bolting to the U.S.
I knew the surrealistic genius once—he was at the presentation of my academic book, Unofficial
Art, at Peggy Guggenheim's villa in Florence (1967), then at MONEY in NYC with its director
Alfred Bar, and maybe one more time in Greenwich Village, maybe even in Marbella, I don't
recall…
Just about everything America—the UK progeny—has accomplished of worldwide value has
gone sour, ever since the Mexican-American War of 1845, which birthed the dastardly doctrine of
Manifest Destiny, the providential links announced by the newly arrived prairie American Goths
from the far-off Orient – the Flatlands of the River Ganges - coming directly from God, who
appeared in Gotham City (so they called New York) as a Roman syndrome of rape and mayhem,
stealing everything any anything from others, usually of the weak & meek of the Bible.
Even though we admire the Romans, including yours truly, they never worked a day in their lives:
everything was based on the slave labor economy, murder and rape on the military expeditions
abroad, men & materiel, all the logistics, everything was stolen and brought back to Rome with
pomp in a spectacular parades, led by senators or army generals, sometimes the emperor
himself. For example, Constantine the Great, who was raised by his Serbian mother, a servant in
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the Roman military garrison of Naissus (Nish, Southern Serbia), he marched at least twice all the
way from England to the Eternal City, showing off his wear and tear brought in from the Celts,
Anglos, Saxons, Vikings and other Barbarians occupying the British Isles.
Remember, he was the Emperor who invented the name of the "cross" (hence, Christianity itself)
during an AD312 battle on the Melville Bridge, Yorkshire, England… Before that, our church has
yet to explain, what our faith was called, and who held all those church councils, if the one by the
Serbian Roman Emperor Constantine was the first, the Council of Nicea, held near Izmir, Turkey,
AD325. In fact, the first Christians were ONLY dissident Jews in the empire, who rebelled against
the puppet San Hedrin (Jewish Holy Synod), which the dissenting sects considered as traitors,
working against their own people, and Judaic faith, during the 139-year old Judaic-Roman War of
independence at the turn of the Christian era. Of course, there were other dissenting religious
sects, most of them pagan, not in tune with the policy of the conquering Romans, but they were
not Christian. Indeed, Christianity per se and the name itself of the "cross" was a Constantine
invention at the Battle of Melville Bridge, Yorkshire, England, while the First Nicean Council was
not a real Christian Council, the so-called Christians being only one of many religious sects,
mostly pagan, attending the---let's call it "Peace Conference" held in Nicea (Izmir, Turkey), AD
325, albeit presided over by Emperor Constantine. Most of the church promoted precepts about
that so-called first Christian Council is a pure invention by the later fathers of the actual Christian
Church, but after AD391, when the Roman Empire East & West legitimized the Church, naming it
a "state church", formalized by Emperor Flavius Theodosius I, ordering dissolution of all other
sects and paganism in general, including the destruction of pagan monuments.
Moreover, and more in line with our ongoing discussion over the
Germanic Barbarian intruder on the continent: whatever is in the
domain of Rousseau's General Will of nations it was usurped by the
overriding Germanic breed populating the Americas, with its specific
genetic code dictating their right to worldwide leadership to "run the
show," for it was the Western European north-western crescent which
they exclusively populated from the Iberian Peninsula to Scandinavia
and on to the British Isles: it is that sub-breed of man emanating from
the Flatlands of the Indian River Ganges which has been in charge (at
least in the Western Hemisphere of the Americas), ever since the
discovery of the Americas in 1492 (two years after we Montenegrins
published the first book in the Cyrillic alphabet on an albeit Guttenberg
printing press by the Slavs), it is that lot and its social engineering elite,
which is still vying for overall Earthly power or at least until one 'darkie'
showed up on the scene and suddenly stole the show in the
presidential Primaries, the senator from Illinois – Barack Obama…
His platform of CHANGE has eclipsed the national meridians from
Hollywood to Maine in the East, Canadian border in the North down to
the Gulf of Mexico in the South!
If the East Coast Ruling Elite affects the process in any way (and, they
will no doubt about it—the in-grained genetic aggression!), it will end up
in a Civil War, spearheaded by Tinsel Town, to say the least, and still
the elite will have to face the youthful cavalcade, which hardly cares
about Obama's shades of color…

Fig.1. The Codex of Hammurabi

The surrealist, Salvador Dali (above), a real creative, perceptive
genius: picturing the above painful transference and birth of new breed
from the old continent (Europe) to the Americas…what a bloody mess,
eh!?
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A 200-year old nation-state slapped together out there in the prairie is now vying for total control
of planetary meridians, while ancient civilizations suffer from the baby cudgel, the hell fire and
brimstone from the providential God of Manifest Destiny (AD1845), the USAF (backed by RAF):
Babylonia, Syria, Persia, Egypt (until recently), Palestine, China and so on… Indeed, how much
intelligence does it take to understand such a concept?
The pot calling the kettle black, as the old adage says: barely in diapers, two-centuries old
America is claiming worldwide leadership ignoring Russia, which inherited the Greco-Roman
Empire (AD1493), China, India, Persia, Babylonia (hanging its president, just for the 'ell of it by
George Bush Jr. and Tony Blair), a sovereign nation of Babylonia which emerged when
Hammurabi (fl. ca. 1728 – 1686 BC, who created an empire out of the territories of the former
kingdoms of Sumer and Akkad and struck his legal code in lasting granite stone!
Surely generations of civilized men will condemn this vile act of Western barbarianism, instead of
playing in their own sandbox, they continue visiting their assumed empire-building rites on those
who cannot defend themselves or their natural resources… I'm saddened by the helplessness
and weakness of smaller nations and societies to condemn to condemn and punish such vile acts
of foreign conquest and intervention, when the character and behavior of its leaders (e.g. of one
Iraq) is, after all, an internal problem of a sovereign nation?!?!

Fig. 2. Map showing the Babylonian territory upon Hammurabi's ascension in c.1792 BC and upon his death in c. 1750 BC…

Can you imagine, the last emperor of the Babylonian peoples was hung by the Barbarian late
comers to the continent of Europe, the Germanic/Teutonic Brits, and its progeny, the Americans?
Is anyone conscious enough in WesternCiv to realize what the two popularly elected heads of
state did in Baghdad last year – Tony Blair and George Bush, Jr. – hanging the last imperial head
of state of Akkad, Summer and Babylon, going back five millennia vis a vis 2-centuries old nationstate, the USofA. It's unheard of in the annals of civilized WesternCiv, of course, with those two
barbarians do in fact carrying aggressive Oriental deviant genes, for the northwestern European
crescent is populated by the Germanic breed arriving from Asia just two millennia ago…,
including the Spanish (Vandals), the French (Franks), the Germans [(Allemagne, some 20-30 sub
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clans, speaking the Teuton primitive tongue, which birthed the nevertheless very prolific English
language, of course, plagiarized (like everything else) by this barbarian Grand Assimilator of
everything and anything they could grab, rape, butcher, steal and take along on the
transcontinental Eurasian trek from Bangladesh to Western Europe and the Americas], Dutch,
Danes, Scandinavians, Brits (and all its dominations, including the assimilated Celts), plus, of
course, the dominions in the Americas, Australia, New Zealand, et al—all of them are Oriental
Germans, Goths, Max Weber's Protestant Capitalists.
Please take note: not one non-German racial type in America has ever-Never been a U.S.A.
President outside of their faith and genetic strain (but, for the Irishman and one of their own, my
friend, Pres. John Kennedy, who was a Catholic, and paid for it with his life!), not a single other
nationality or race ever occupied the White House for over 200 years of the nation-state's
existence, hence… will Obama, the unlikeliest of all other races and foreign breeds?
I doubt it…the ruling elite will take corrective steps and remove the non-inner sanctum racial and
cultural threat to the Gothic Bastion on the Hudson and Potomac Rivers in the Americas,
Themes, Seine and Rhine on the continent, i.e. the Five Gothic Rivers in the West, which make
up the enclave of the aggressive Germanic breed in our midst vying for worldwide dominance,
despite their arrival on the continent of Europe, just two thousand years ago, now toeing the thin
line of to be or not to be just to achieve the twisted, deviant, genetically in-grained Barbaric goal
to rule over the Hominid World, genetically implanted within the behavioral mode of this aggressive Oriental breed, acquired culture along the Eurasian trek riding on the Mongolian pony (with
Paul Revere), leaving behind a bloody mess, from its birth to eternity, no doubt until we more
literate citizens of the world take up arms against their lot and remove them from positions of
power gained illegitimately by force.

<<< Fig. 3. The Deluge tablet of the Gilgamesh epic in Akkadian cuneiform
script. Hammurabi's code is almost 5 times older than
Magna Carta (AD1215), of our Mother
Lode – the British Isles.

And it is this Anglo-Saxon cavalcade which has been ever since
ruthlessly and murderously running over the planetary meridians,
in fact, since 9 AD, when this aggressive Barbarian first arrived
en masse on the banks of the rivers Danube and Rhine
populating the Black Forests of Germany. . .
The same continental settlers also brought the horse to the
Americas never seen before by the American Indian, even
though the Equestrian specie became the part and parcel of the
Wild Man's arms in trade against the encroaching White Man; we
Americans brutally eliminated 8 million native Indians. Par for the
course, eh!

<<<

Fig. 4.. Dali's work, of course…
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The pathos of
Babylonia under
siege by USA –
U.K air strikes
and ground
forces???


2002 – 2008?!

Fig. 6. The upper part of the stele of
Hammurabi's Codex

Fig. 5. An inscription of the Code of Hammurabi, 1760 BC.

Fig. 7. The epic of Gilgamesh, c. 2600
BC, city of Nippur, Babylonia.
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Fig. 8. View of the bas-relief image at the top of the stele.
Can we imagine nowadays, this late in the history of WesternCiv,
the great Macedonian general and leader of the civilized world
said: "This attack on Persia is final.., there will be no more wars
in the history of the world!" - Speech at Gaugemala,331 BC

Alexander the Great and/

Since then, there have been at least 6,000 major world!~

or Athena or both…
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Fig. 9. View of the back side of the stele.


Fig. 10. Epic of Gilgamesh. . .
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Fig. 11. Gilgamesh, a legendary hero,
shown on a relief from the Assyrian
capital Khorsabad (Louvre, Paris).

Fig. 12.The Epic of Gilgamesh, the "standard" Akkadian version, consisting of twelve
tablets, was edited by Sin-liqe-unninni sometime between 1300 and 1000 BC and was
found in the library of Ashurbanipal in Ninevah.

The history of the epic is divided into two periods: old, and late. Many versions exist from
this almost 2,050 year span, but only the old and the late periods have yielded significant
enough finds to enable a coherent intro-translation. Therefore, the old Sumerian version,
and a later Akkadian version, which is now referred to as the standard edition, are the
most frequently utilized texts. The standard edition has become the basis of modern
translations, and the old version only supplements the standard version when the
lacunae - or gaps in the cuneiform tablet - are great.
The earliest Sumerian versions of the epic date from as early as the Third Dynasty of Ur
(2150-2000 BC) (Dalley 1989: 41-42). The earliest Akkadian versions are dated to the
early second millennium (Dalley 1989: 45). The "standard" Akkadian version, consisting
of twelve tablets, was edited by Sin-liqe-unninni sometime between 1300 and 1000 BC
and was found in the library of Ashurbanipal in Nineveh.

The famous story of the Great Flood is best known from the Bible (Genesis 6-9)
and the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh (Tablet XI, discovered 1872).
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Fig. 13. The Ararat, seen from the northwest; back in the Spring of 1964, while in Erevan (Armenia, then USSF), I had a daily glimpse for
several of snow-capped Mt. Ararat, but a different view of two peaks, from the hotel on the rotunda square in the nation's capital.
- PSC

Fig. 14. Modern reconstruction of Noah's Ark. The Ark van Johan replica of Noah's Ark in the town of Schagen, Germany.
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Fig. 15. Modern reconstruction of Noah's Ark; the American and British belligerents entering the ark
to besaved from the Mesopotamian onrushing Al Qaeda flood… The surge didn't help, tsk? tsk!
Hello, Georgie-porgy, Jr.



Fig. 16. John of England signs Magna Carta, 1215 AD;
Hammurabi's Codex, 1760 BC.
[Credit: Cassell's History of England (1902)]
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